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Abstract
Natural killer (NK) cells are potential effector cells in cell-based cancer immunotherapy, particularly in the control of hematological 
malignancies.  The chimeric antigen receptor (CAR) is an artificially modified fusion protein that consists of an extracellular antigen 
recognition domain fused to an intracellular signaling domain. T cells genetically modified with a CAR have demonstrated remarkable 
success in the treatment of hematological cancers.  Compared to T cells, CAR-transduced NK cells (CAR-NK) exhibit several advantages, 
such as safety in clinical use, the mechanisms by which they recognize cancer cells, and their abundance in clinical samples.  Human 
primary NK cells and the NK-92 cell line have been successfully transduced to express CARs against both hematological cancers and 
solid tumors in pre-clinical and clinical trials.  However, many challenges and obstacles remain, such as the ex vivo expansion of CAR-
modified primary NK cells and the low transduction efficiency of NK cells.  Many strategies and technologies have been developed to 
improve the safety and therapeutic efficacy in CAR-based immunotherapy.  Moreover, NK cells express a variety of activating receptors 
(NKRs), such as CD16, NKG2D, CD226 and NKp30, which might specifically recognize the ligands expressed on tumor cells.  Based on 
the principle of NKR recognition, a strategy that targets NKRs is rapidly emerging.  Given the promising clinical progress described in 
this review, CAR- and NKR-NK cell-based immunotherapy are likely promising new strategies for cancer therapy.
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Introduction
Natural killer (NK) cells are potential effector cells in cell-
based cancer immunotherapy, particularly in the control 
of hematological malignancies[1].  Initial studies of NK cell 
immunotherapy employed autologous NK cells activated 
by interleukin-2 (IL-2).  However, this approach resulted 
in poor clinical outcomes, mainly due to the suppression 
of autologous NK cells because ligands presented by self-
human leukocyte antigen (HLA) molecules on tumor cells 
bound to killer inhibitory receptors (KIR) on NK cells.  The 
transfer of allogeneic or haploidentical NK cells with KIR 
ligand-mismatch avoids this suppression due to the “missing 
self” recognition of tumor cells[2].  Thus, allogeneic NK cell 
infusions are safe and can eliminate leukemia relapse without 
leading to graft-versus-host disease (GVHD).  However, 
therapy with adoptively transferred NK cells purified from 

peripheral blood (PB) has been limited due to the short life 
span of these cells in vivo (usually a few days up to a few 
weeks)[3, 4].  Recent studies have shown that cytokines can 
induce NK cells to become memory-like NK cells, which have 
a longer life span in vivo[5].  By briefly pre-activating cells with 
IL-12, IL-15, and IL-18, memory-like NK cells differentiate and 
exhibit enhanced IFN-γ production and cytotoxicity against 
leukemia cells both in vitro and in vivo.  In a phase I clinical 
trial, clinical responses were observed in five of nine evaluable 
patients with acute myeloid leukemia, including four with 
complete remissions[6].  Importantly, IL-15-stimulated NK cell 
infusions show promising therapeutic efficacy in the treatment 
of solid tumors.  Specifically, four of six pediatric patients with 
refractory solid tumors showed a clinical response, particularly 
one patient with very good partial remission and two patients 
with partial remission, after receiving haploidentical stem cell 
transplants[7].  

The chimeric antigen receptor (CAR) is an artificially 
modified fusion protein based on the T cell receptor, which 
consists of an extracellular antigen recognition domain fused to 
a variety of intracellular signaling domains.  The extracellular 
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domain of CARs is usually an antibody single-chain 
variable fragment (scFv) that recognizes the specific antigen 
(usually overexpressed on or unique to tumor cells) without 
presentation by major histocompatibility complex (MHC) 
molecules, similar to an antibody.  The intracellular domains 
usually contain CD3ζ, CD28, 4-1BB, or OX40 and are designed 
to increase T cell activation.  T cells genetically modified 
to express a CAR can directly recognize the CAR-targeted 
antigen and then trigger T cell activation, proliferation, 
cytokine secretion and cytotoxicity against tumor cells that 
express the CAR-specific antigen.  Thus, CAR-modified T cell 
therapy has demonstrated remarkable success in the treatment 
of hematological cancers, including lymphoma, chronic 
lymphocytic leukemia, and acute lymphoblastic leukemia 
(ALL).  Specifically, CD19-targeting CAR-T cells have been 
reported to result in complete response rates of 70% to 90% in 
patients with ALL[8].  However, CAR-modified T cells exhibit 
poor therapeutic efficacy for solid tumors[9-11].  In addition, the 
preparation of CAR-T cells usually requires patient autologous 
cells because of GVHD caused by allogeneic T cells[12, 13], 
which limits their broader clinical application.  Moreover, the 
expansion and persistence of CAR-T cells in vivo may induce 
the release of pro-inflammatory cytokines, referred to as 
cytokine storms or cytokine release syndrome (CRS).

Similar to CAR-expressing T cells, CAR-modified NK cells 
exhibit improved tumor-specific targeting and cytotoxicity 
against cancer cells both in vitro and in vivo[14, 15].  Importantly, 
NK cells have many advantages compared to T cells in CAR-
targeted immunotherapy.  For example, allogeneic NK cell 
can be used as effector cells since they are not responsible for 
GVHD because they do not require HLA matching.  Further-
more, CAR-NK cells may be safer than CAR-T cells because 
they usually do not induce cytokine storms.  Additionally, 
NK cells can be generated from different sources, such as 
PB, umbilical cord blood (UCB), human embryonic stem 
cells (hESCs), induced pluripotent stem cells (iPCSs), and 
even NK-92 cell lines.  In this review, we will focus on recent 
advances in CAR-modified NK cell immunotherapy, including 
the advantages and current progress made in the use of CAR-
engineered NK cells for tumor therapy in pre-clinical and 
clinical settings, the major obstacles to the translation of CAR-
engineered NK cells to clinical practice, and novel strategies to 
enhance the safety and efficacy of CAR-expressing NK cells.

Advantages of CAR-NK cells for tumor immunotherapy
Despite the early success of CAR-T cell therapy, particularly 
in hematological malignancies, the large-scale clinical applica-
tions of CAR-T cell therapy may be limited by individualized 
preparation and various side effects, such as CRS, neurologic 
toxicities and on-target/off-tumor effects.  Given these prob-
lems, NK cells have been proposed to be superior CAR drivers 
for T cells[16].  Specifically, NK cells have several advantages in 
CAR-based immunotherapy compared to T cells.

First, CAR-expressing NK cells might be safer than CAR-T 
cells in clinical use, and the safety of NK cell immunotherapy 
has been verified in several clinical fields.  For example, sev-

eral phase I/II trials showed that allogeneic NK cell infusions 
are tolerated well and do not lead to GVHD and serious toxici-
ties[17-19]; therefore, NK cells are universal CAR drivers that are 
not limited to autologous cells.  One of the main side effects 
in CAR-T cell therapy are on-target/off-tumor effects due to 
the persistence of CAR-T cells.  For instance, CD19-targeting 
CAR-T cells can cause profound and long-lasting B-cell defi-
ciency due to the cellular memory response of T cells and the 
attack of normal mature or progenitor B cells[20].  Fortunately, 
CAR-NK cells have a limited lifespan in the circulation, lead-
ing to few on-target/off-tumor effects.  Furthermore, the types 
of cytokines produced by NK cells differ from those produced 
by T cells; activated NK cells usually produce IFN-γ and GM-
CSF, whereas the cytokine storm induced by CAR-T cells is 
mainly mediated by pro-inflammatory cytokines, such as 
TNF-α, IL-1 and IL-6.

Second, in addition to killing target cells via a CAR-specific 
mechanism (recognizing the tumor-associated antigen via 
scFv), NK cells can spontaneously kill tumors cells by recog-
nizing diverse ligands via a variety of activating receptors[21, 22], 
including natural cytotoxicity receptors (NKp46, NKp44, and 
NKp30), NKG2D and DNAM-1 (CD226).  These activating 
NK cell receptors usually recognize stress-induced ligands 
expressed on tumor cells under the pressure of immune cells 
or long-term treatment during tumor evolution.  Furthermore, 
NK cells mediate the antibody-dependent cell-mediated cyto-
toxicity (ADCC) via FcγRIII (CD16).  Therefore, CAR-express-
ing NK cells can kill target cells via both CAR-dependent and 
NK cell receptor-dependent mechanisms to eradicate either 
tumor-associated antigen-positive tumor cells or tumor cells 
expressing ligands for NK cell receptors.  Indeed, clinical trials 
have shown that CAR-T cells cannot eradicate tumor cells that 
are highly heterogeneous[23], whereas CAR-modified NK cells 
may be able to efficiently eradicate residual tumor cells that 
may change their phenotypes after long-term treatment.  

Finally, NK cells are abundant in clinical specimens and can 
be generated from PB, UCB, hESCs, iPCSs, and even NK-92 
cell lines.  NK-92 cells provide a homogeneous cell popula-
tion and can be easily expanded under good manufacturing 
practice standards for broader clinical applications[24], enabling 
the “off-the-shelf” production of CAR-modified NK-92 cells.  
However, they must be irradiated prior to infusion due to 
their tumor cell line origin.  Activated PB-NK cells express a 
wider range of activating receptors and can be administered 
without irradiation, which allows them to expand in vivo.  NK 
cells derived from iPSCs or hESCs combine the advantages of 
PB-NK and NK-92 cells since they exhibit a phenotype similar 
to that of PB-NK cells and are a homogeneous population.  
Importantly, CARs are easily expressed in hESC- and/or iPSC-
derived NK cells using nonviral gene transfer methods[25].

Current progress in the use of CAR-NK cells, from 
investigation to clinical trials
A suitable CAR structure is important for activating CAR-
transduced cells.  The majority of CAR-NK cells used the first 
generation of CAR constructs that contain CD3ζ as an intra-
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cellular signaling domain or the second generation of CAR 
constructs that express a second signaling domain (eg, CD28, 
4-1BB) in conjunction with CD3ζ (Figure 1).  In general, the 
second generation of CARs in NK cells is more active than 
first-generation CARs.  Some studies have designed CAR 
constructs based on the activating features of NK cells.  For 
example, DNAX-activation protein 12 (DAP12) and DAP10 
have been selected as intracellular signaling domains, and 
CD3ζ appears to be a better signaling domain than DAP10[15], 
whereas DAP12 may better activate signaling than CD3ζ for 
NK cells[26].  For second-generation CARs, the important co-
stimulatory molecule 4-1-BB combines with CD3ζ as an intra-
cellular domain, which significantly enhances the targeted 
lysis of CAR-NK cells[27-29].  However, the combination of CAR 
constructs for optimal NK cell activation may depend on the 
tumor type or target antigen[27].  Based on the importance of 
the NK cell-activating receptor NKG2D for NK cell activity 
and the common overexpression of NKG2D ligands on vari-
ous tumors, a unique CAR construct that contains NKG2D as 
the ectodomain and links DAP10 and CD3ζ as key signaling 
molecules has been developed.  These CAR-expressing NK 
cells exhibited enhanced cytotoxicity against a wide spectrum 
of tumor subtypes, with the best responses observed in ALL, 
osteosarcoma, prostate carcinoma, and rhabdomyosarcoma[30].

The safety and efficacy of CAR-NK cells are usually evalu-
ated in NSG or NOG (NOD/scid/IL-2Rγnull) mice, which lack 
nearly all types of immune cells.  To this end, tumor cell line- 
or patient-derived tumor xenografts (PDX) are engrafted into 
NSG or NOG mice to establish the human tumor model[31].  
The cell line-derived tumor xenografts models are simple to 

handle but cannot capture the heterogeneity of the original 
tumor.  The PDX model, which is established by transferring 
of primary tumors directly from the patient into an immuno-
deficient mouse, can retain the heterogeneity of primary tumor 
samples and more closely resembles the original clinical can-
cer than long-established cell lines and standard xenografts; 
thus, this model has emerged as a powerful tool for studying 
tumor xenografts[32].  Most CAR-NK cells are transferred to the 
PDX model to evaluate their safety and efficacy in pre-clinical 
trials, including CAR-targeting antigens from hematologi-
cal cancers (eg, CD19, CD20, CD138, and CS-1)[33-38] and solid 
tumors (eg, HER2, EpCam, GD2, GPA7, PSCA, EGFR and 
EGFRvIII)[14, 26, 39-46] (Table 1).

However, the deficient immune systems of NSG and NOG 
mice preclude observing changes in the immune system[49], the 
interaction of immune cells and tumor cells, and, importantly, 
the influences of CAR-NK or CAR-T therapy on host immune 
cells in the tumor microenvironment.  Humanized mice, which 
develop a functional human immune system due to the trans-
plantation of human hematopoietic stem cells into immuno-
deficient mice, are used to narrow the gap of the tumor micro-
environment[50].  To date, humanized mice have been used to 
evaluate the safety and efficacy of some CAR-T cell therapies.  
For example, a CD44v6-targeted CAR-T cells were transferred 
into hematopoietic reconstituted NSG xenograft mice to evalu-
ate the on-target/off-tumor toxicities on normal hematopoietic 
stem cells[51].  A new combination immunotherapy that con-
sists of human anti-carbonic anhydrase IX (CAIX)-targeted 
CAR-T cells engineered to secrete human anti-programmed 
death ligand 1 (PD-L1) antibodies was evaluated with a 

Figure 1.  Basic principle of CAR-NK cells.  Chimeric antigen receptors contain an antigen-recognition domain (eg, ScFv or NKG2D), a transmembrane 
domain and a signaling domain that provides a signal to activate NK cells.  First-generation CARs only contain CD3ζ or DAP12 as the signaling domain, 
and CD3ζ appears to be a better signaling domain than DAP10, whereas DAP12 may activate NK cells better than CD3ζ.  In contrast, second-generation 
CARs express a second signaling domain (eg, CD28 or 4-1BB) in conjunction with CD3ζ.  Third-generation CARs contain two co-stimulatory signaling 
domains.  Based on the mechanisms by which NKG2D activates NK cells, a unique CAR construct containing NKG2D as the ectodomain that links 
DAP10 and CD3ζ as key signaling molecules was developed.  The clustering of CARs induced by antigen binding or NKG2D and its ligand ligation 
initiates signal transduction that leads to NK cell activation, cytotoxicity against cancer cells, cytokine production, survival and proliferation.
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humanized mouse model to observe the effect on the reversal 
of T cell exhaustion and the promotion of NK cell recruitment 
to tumor sites[52].  Overall, humanized mice are a more precise 
model for preclinical trials of CAR-based immunotherapy.

Despite numerous clinical trials on CAR-T cells, only a 
few clinical trials that examine CAR-transduced NK cells are 
ongoing, including CAR-modified NK-92 and primary NK 
cells (Table 1).  Four clinical studies sponsored by PersonGen 
BioTherapeutics (Suzhou, China) aim to evaluate the safety 
and efficacy of CAR-modified NK-92 cells for patients with 
relapsed or refractory malignancies, including leukemia, 
lymphoma and solid tumors.  The targets for lymphoma and 
leukemia include CD19, CD7 and CD33, whereas MUC1 is 
targeted for relapsed or refractory solid tumors, including 
hepatocellular carcinoma, non-small cell lung cancer, pan-
creatic carcinoma, triple-negative invasive breast carcinoma, 
malignant glioma of brain, colorectal carcinoma, and gastric 
carcinoma.  Although the NK-92 cell line has successfully 
entered into clinical trials, its clinical application is limited by 
a poor safety profile and poor in vivo expansion and persis-

tence because this cell line must be irradiated prior to infusion 
and expresses fewer natural NK cell receptors.

Three clinical trials focus on human primary NK cells that 
express CD19-specific CAR for the treatment of B-lineage 
ALL.  The first trial (NCT00995137) was conducted at St Jude 
Children’s Research Hospital, and phase I has been completed.  
In this trial, irradiated K562 cells line to express membrane-
bound IL-15 and 4-1BB ligand (K562-mb15-41BBL) were 
used as feeder cells to promote the expansion of donor NK 
cells prior to the transduction of a CD19-targeted CAR (anti-
CD19-BB-zeta).  The second clinical trial (NCT01974479) used 
a similar method to expand NK cells.  Specifically, primary 
NK cells were transfected with anti-CD19-BB-zeta mRNA 
to construct CD19-targeted CAR-NK cells.  The third trial 
(NCT03056339) employed iC9/CAR.19/IL15-transduced UCB-
derived NK cells and was sponsored by the MD Anderson 
Cancer Center.  CAR containing CD28/CD3ζ as a signaling 
domain, inducible caspase-9 (iCasp9) as a suicide gene, and 
IL-15 as an activating cytokine was transduced into UCB-
derived NK cells.  This phase I/II trial was recently approved 

Table 1.  Pre-clinical and clinical trials of CAR-modified NK cells.

Target                      Malignancy              CAR structure*          Source of NK cells    Stage  References

CD19 B-cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia scFv + CD8αTM + 4-1BB + CD3ζ Primary NK cells from PBMCs Pre-clinic [15]
CD19 B-cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia scFv + CD28 + CD3ζ Primary NK cells from PBMCs Pre-clinic [35]
CD19 B-cell malignancies scFv + CD3ζ NK-92 Pre-clinic [33, 34]
CD20 Lymphoma and leukemia scFv + CD3ζ NK-92 cells Pre-clinic [36]
CD33 Acute myeloid leukemia scFv + CD3ζ YT cells Pre-clinic [47]
CD138 Multiple myeloma scFv + CD3ζ NK-92 cells Pre-clinic [37]
CS-1 Multiple myeloma scFv + CD28 + CD3ζ NK-92 cells Pre-clinic [38]
EGFR Glioblastoma scFv + CD28 + CD3ζ NK-92 and NKL cells Pre-clinic [44]
EGFR Breast cancer brain metastases scFv + CD28 + CD3ζ NK-92 cells Pre-clinic [45]
EGFRvIII Glioblastoma scFv + DAP12 YTS cells Pre-clinic [46]
PSCA Ladder carcinoma scFv + DAP12 YTS and primary NK cells  Pre-clinic [26]
     from PBMCs
HER2 Breast, ovarian and squamous  scFv + CD3ζ NK-92 cells Pre-clinic [14]
   cell carcinoma
HER2 Glioblastoma or breast cancer scFv + CD28 + CD3ζ NK-92 cells Pre-clinic [39, 40]
EpCam Breast carcinoma scFv + CD28 + CD3ζ + IL-15 NK-92 and NKL cells Pre-clinic [41]
GD2 Neuroblastoma scFv + CD3ζ NK-92 cells Pre-clinic [48]
GD2 Ewing sarcomas scFv + CD28 + 4-1BB + CD3ζ Primary NK cells from PBMCs Pre-clinic [42]
GPA7 Melanoma scFv + HLA-A2TM + CD3ζ NK-92 cells Pre-clinic [43]
NKG2D NGK2D ligand+ leukemia and  NGK2D + CD3ζ + DAP10 Primary NK cells from PBMC Pre-clinic [30]
   solid tumor
CD19 Leukemia and lymphoma scFv + CD28 + 4-1BB + CD3ζ NK-92 cells Phase I/II NCT02892695
CD7 Leukemia and lymphoma scFv + CD28 + 4-1BB + CD3ζ NK-92 cells Phase I/II NCT02742727
CD33 CD33+ acute myeloid leukemia scFv + CD28 + 4-1BB + CD3ζ NK-92 cells Phase I/II NCT02944162
MUC1 MUC1+ solid tumors unknown NK-92 cells Phase I/II NCT02839954
CD19 B-cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia scFv + CD8αTM + 4-1BB + CD3ζ Primary NK cells from PBMCs Phase II NCT01974479
CD19 B-cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia scFv + CD8αTM + 4-1BB + CD3ζ Primary NK cells from PBMCs Phase I, NCT00995137
      completed
CD19 B-lymphoid malignancies scFv + CD28 + CD3ζ + iCasp9 Cord blood-derived NK cells Phase I/II NCT03056339
  + IL-15

*A CAR structure contains an extracellular domain, usually derived from a single-chain variable fragment (scFv), composed of the antigen binding 
regions of both heavy and light chains of a monoclonal antibody; a transmembrane (TM) domain; and an intracellular domain with signaling components 
(eg, CD3ζ, CD28, 4-1BB, DAP10, and DAP12).  The different CAR structures used in current pre-clinical and clinical trials are described.
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for B-lymphoid malignancies in 2017.

Challenges to the clinical applications of CAR-NK cells
Ex vivo expansion of primary CAR-NK cells
The foremost challenge to the clinical application of CAR-NK 
cells is the ex vivo expansion of CAR-modified primary NK 
cells.  In recent years, the purification/expansion of clinical-
grade NK cells has mainly focused on their generation from 
PB, cord blood and embryonic stem cells[53].  Although the 
expansion of clinical-grade primary NK cells by coculture 
with irradiated K562-mb15-4-1BBL cells as feeder cells is prac-
tical[54], reservations regarding residual feeder cells in the final 
NK product persist.  In a clinical trial of adoptive transferring 
donor-derived IL-15/4-1BBL-activated NK cells (aNK-DLI), 
which were cocultured with recombinant human IL-15 plus 
4-1BBL+IL-15Rα+ K562 cells as feeder cells, grade 4 GVHD was 
observed in three patients[55].  Because aNK-DLI were HLA-
matched and T cells were depleted, which poses a low risk of 
severe GVHD, the utilization of feeder cells may be respon-
sible for the observed GVHD.  

The expansion of human NK cells in feeder-free condi-
tions, such as the expansion of primary NK cells from PBMCs 
with cytokines (IL-2 or in combination with IL-15 or anti-CD3 
mAb)[56], is currently feasible and safer than expansion with 
feeders.  Because PBMCs contain low levels of NK cells rang-
ing from 5%–20%, Koehl et al expanded NK cells from purified 
CD56 cells using immunomagnetic beads, and these cells were 
subsequently activated in vitro by IL-2 for 12 d.  This approach 
resulted in a median number of 7.59×108 CD56+CD3− cells that 
exhibited both a purity and viability of 94%[57].  However, the 
amount of NK cells expanded from purified CD56+ cells is lim-
ited and not sufficient for CAR-NK cell therapy.  Thus, Sutlu 
et al expanded NK cells directly from PBMCs without any 
separation strategies, which resulted in a mean of 9.8×109 NK 
cells are obtained after 21 d, but the purity of these cells was 
only 38%[58].  Recently, Masuyama et al reported a new method 
to obtain high-purity NK cells[59].  Specifically, PBMCs are co-
stimulated with anti-CD3 and anti-CD52 monoclonal antibod-
ies and cultured for 14 d in NKGM-1 medium with autologous 
plasma and IL-2.  Using this approach, purity of NK cells 
is approximately 60% after 7 d of culture, and this purity is 
much higher in continued culture.  A median of 5.7×109 NK 
cells are generated from 20 mL of PB (approximately 646-fold 
increase) after 14 d of culture.  Recent studies have shown that 
a brief pre-activation with IL-12, IL-15, and IL-18 followed by 
successive stimulation and expansion with these cytokines 
induces memory-like NK cells that display a longer life span in 
vivo[5].  These memory-like NK cells exhibited enhanced IFN-γ 
production and cytotoxicity as well as good clinical responses 
after adoptively transfer[6]; thus, this approach shows great 
promise for NK cell expansion.  In the future, the choice of 
expanding naïve NK cells or memory-like NK cells needs to be 
based on clinical responses.

Spanholtz et al developed a cytokine-based method without 
supportive feeders for the expansion of human NK cells from 
UCB[60].  Specifically, they used a two-step in vitro differentia-

tion scheme using a novel clinical grade medium that con-
tained different cytokine combinations (including SCF, IL-7, 
Flt3L, TPO, IL-15, G-CSF, GM-CSF, IL-6, IL-2, etc) to generate a 
high purity of expanded CD56+ NK cells from CD34+ UCB cells 
ex vivo.  The mean expansion was greater than 15 000-fold, and 
the purity was nearly 100%.  Importantly, UCB-derived NK 
cells generated with this method exhibit a powerful function; 
they can efficiently target myeloid leukemia and melanoma 
cell lines.  Thus, this method is ideal and practical if the restric-
tions in using UCB as a source could be overcome.  A UCB-
derived CAR-NK cell therapy for B lymphoid malignancies 
(sponsored by MD Anderson Cancer Center) has recently been 
approved for clinical trial (NCT03056339).

The clinical-scale derivation of NK cells from hESCs or 
iPSCs is based on a two-stage culture system that utilizes a 
recombinant protein-based, animal product-free medium in 
a xenogeneic stromal cells-free manner[61].  Briefly, the undif-
ferentiated hESCs and iPSCs are first supported to produce 
hematopoietic progenitor cells using a “spin embryoid bodies 
(EBs)” method for 11 d[62]; without dissociation of sorting, the 
spin EBs are then directly transferred into defined conditions 
containing cytokines (IL-3, IL-7, IL-15, SCF and Flt3L) without 
exogenous stromal cells and cultured for 28–35 d.  The utiliza-
tion of hESCs or iPSCs may avoid restrictions associated with 
using UCB as a source, but problems persist, such as the selec-
tion of an optimal cell line (hESCs or iPSCs) for the expansion 
of NK cells and the development of self-tolerance in NK cells 
from UCB, hESCs or iPSCs[63].

Methods for CAR transduction into NK cells
Another pressing obstacle is the selection of a suitable trans-
duction method for NK cells that express CARs.  Two types of 
transduction methods have been applied to introduce CARs: 
viral vectors and non-viral vectors.  

For viral vectors, retrovirus- or lentivirus-based vectors 
have been mostly applied to genetically engineer primary 
CAR-NK cells due to their stable integration into the genome.  
The transduction efficacy of retroviral vectors is very high in 
expanded primary NK cells, ie, a median of 69% (43%–93%)[15], 
but this method is associated with a risk for insertional muta-
genesis, oncogenesis, or sustained and uncontrolled adverse 
events due to stable transgene expression.  For example, a 
report shows that four of nine patients who received retro-
virus-mediated gene therapy developed T cell leukemia[64].  
Lentiviral vectors have moderate levels of insertion mutations, 
but their lentiviral transduction efficiency is very low for PB-
derived NK cells (between 8%–16%).  However, the transduc-
tion efficiency of cord blood-derived NK cells reaches 73%[65], 
which is sufficient to introduce CARs into cord blood-derived 
NK cells.  Nevertheless, the lentiviral transduction efficiency 
of PB-derived NK cells requires improvement.

Due to the high-risk of insertion mutations and the high 
cost of viral vectors for clinical therapy, non-viral vectors have 
garnered increasing attention.  Non-viral vectors, such as 
naked DNA, have some advantages, eg, they are inexpensive 
and low immunogenicity, but cannot they integrate trans-
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genes into the genome.  The non-viral Sleeping Beauty (SB) 
transposon system is an alternative gene transfer system that 
combines the advantages of viral and non-viral vectors since 
they mediate stable transgene expression.  The SB transposon 
system transfers genes via a bi-component vector system that 
consists of a transposon containing a gene of interest (eg, CAR) 
flanked by inverted terminal repeats and a transposase (eg, 
SB100X) that binds to the inverted terminal repeats and “cuts-
and-pastes” the transposon for integration into the genome.  
Several groups have successfully applied the SB transposon 
system to CAR transgenes in T cells using electroporation[66-68].  
Phase I trials have been sponsored that use SB to generate 
CD19-specific CAR-T cells for the treatment of patients with 
advanced non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma and acute lymphoblastic 
leukemia who underwent HSCT and CAR-T cell infusion as 
adjuvant therapy in the autologous or allogeneic settings.  The 
results identified 84% CAR expression without integration 
hotspots[68].  Importantly, the respective 30-month progression-
free and overall survival rates were 83% and 100% following 
autologous HSCT, and the respective 12-month rates were 
53% and 63% after allogeneic HSCT.  However, due to the low 
transfection efficiency and severe cytotoxicity of electropora-
tion DNA vectors to primary NK cells, the applicability of 
the SB transposon system to transduce CAR transgenes into 
primary NK cells remains unknown.  Nevertheless, the SB 
transposon system has been proven to mediate gene transfer 
in cord blood-derived hematopoietic stem and progenitor 
cells[69], and the SB-based anti-CD19 CAR transgene has been 
successfully tested in a follow-up study[70].  Therefore, it may 
be feasible to expand CAR-NK cells from UCB hematopoietic 
stem and progenitor cells and then genetically transfer CARs 
using the SB transposon system.

The transfection of mRNA that encodes a CAR using elec-
troporation has been tested in human primary NK cells.  The 
electroporation of mRNA is a safe, cost-effective and efficient 
to transiently express CARs.  Shimasaki et al showed that 
61.3% of cells expressed anti-CD19 CAR, and the viability of 
expanded NK cells reached 90% 24 h after the electroporation 
of mRNA[71].  Remarkably, mRNA electroporation is associ-
ated with transfection efficiencies of 80%–90% not only in ex 
vivo-expanded cells but also in primary resting (non-cytokine 
activated) human NK cells[72].  However, due to the transient 
expression of CARs transferred by mRNA electroporation (up 
to 3 d), anti-tumor effects may also be transient[72], and CAR-
NK cells prepared by electroporation mRNA might be more 
suitable as an adjuvant therapy to rapidly reduce tumor cell 
burden.

Strategies to improve the safety and efficacy of CAR-NK 
cells
Improvements in safety
In recent years, many technologies have been studied to 
improve the safety and therapeutic efficacy of CAR-targeted 
cell therapy.  Most technologies have been proven effica-
cious in T cells but can be easily transferred to CAR-NK cells, 
including the selection of safer antigens, masked CAR, oxy-

gen-sensitive CAR and synthetic Notch (synNotch) receptors.
Many CAR-targeted antigens are expressed not only on the 

surface of tumor cells but also in healthy tissues.  In 2010, a 
patient with HER2-positive metastatic colon cancer died after 
a high dose of HER2-specific CAR-T cell therapy due to the 
release of cytokines by lung epithelial cells that expressed 
low levels of HER2[73].  Therefore, tumor-specific CAR targets 
need to be selected.  Posey et al reported a CAR that targets 
an abnormal glycoform of MUC1, Tn-MUC1, which is specifi-
cally expressed by multiple types of tumors but not on the cel-
lular surface of normal human tissues[74].  Thus, this approach 
allowed the selection of aberrantly glycosylated antigens and 
constitutes a safer alternative to tumor-associated antigens for 
CAR-based therapy.

Several technologies have been explored to ensure that 
CARs are active only at local tumor sites.  For example, a 
masked CAR consists of a masking peptide that blocks the 
antigen-binding site and a protease-sensitive linker[75].  Pro-
teases that are commonly active in the tumor microenvi-
ronment can cleave the linker and disengage the masking 
peptide, thereby enabling CARs to be functional at the local 
tumor sites.  An oxygen-sensitive CAR designed by fusing an 
oxygen-sensitive subdomain of HIF1α to a CAR scaffold gen-
erated CAR-T cells that are responsive to a hypoxic environ-
ment, a hallmark of certain tumors, which allows the CAR-T 
cells to only be effective at local tumor sites[76].  Indeed, in vitro 
models showed that the CAR surface expression and cytolysis 
of CAR-T cells were controlled by the oxygen concentration.

Two recent papers reported taking advantage of the syn-
Notch system to spatially control CAR-T cell activation via 
combinatorial antigen recognition[77, 78].  In other words, a T cell 
would only be activated when both the synNotch ligand and 
the CAR ligand were simultaneously expressed on a target 
cell.  This strategy provides precise therapeutic discrimination 
single antigen "bystander" cells while efficiently clearing com-
binatorial antigen-positive tumors[78].  It is a powerful platform 
to engineer T or NK cells and provide customized therapy 
at local tumor sites to obtain more effective and safer CAR-T 
or CAR-NK cell therapies for a wider range of tumor types.  
Nevertheless, many problems persist for the use of this system 
in clinical therapy.  For instance, a dose/response relationship 
between the ligand concentration and receptor activation has 
not yet been reported.  Moreover, the strength, duration, and 
specificity of the synNotch system as well as the kinetics of 
CAR expression and function need to be clarified.

Improvements in the anti-tumor effects of CAR-NK cells
The production of inhibitory cytokines, high expression of 
ligands for co-inhibitory receptors (eg, PD-1, NKG2A, and 
TIM-3) on tumor cells, and high frequency of regulatory T 
cells or MDSCs in the tumor microenvironment are important 
immune-escape mechanisms[79-83] that limit CAR-T or NK cell 
persistence and function.  Thus, the introduction of a CAR 
while simultaneously silencing NK cell inhibitory receptors 
(such as NKG2A or TIM-3) may improve the efficacy of CAR-
NK cells.  To protect CAR-T cells from impairment by the 
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immunosuppressive cytokine IL-4 in the tumor environment, 
an inverted cytokine receptor (ICR) in which the IL-4 receptor 
exodomain is fused to the IL-7 receptor endodomain (4/7 ICR) 
has been transgenically expressed in PSCA-targeted CAR-T 
cells[84].  This 4/7 ICR attenuated inhibition by tumor-derived 
IL-4 and instead promoted T cell proliferation.  Moreover, 
in vivo experiments showed that CAR/ICR-transduced cells 
induced potent and sustained anti-tumor effects in an IL-4-rich 
tumor microenvironment.  A similar modification strategy 
may also apply to CAR-NK cells, although the endodomain 
of ICR, such as the IL-15, IL-18 or IL-21 receptor, that is more 
suitable for NK cells remains to be identified.  

Recently, the CRISPR/Cas9 system has rapidly become a 
popular tool for targeted gene integration.  Due to its advan-
tages in inducing permanent modifications at specific sites 
of the genome via double-strand breaks, the CRISPR/Cas9 
system can be used to integrate CAR genes at specific sites via 
homology-directed recombination instead of random integra-
tion.  A recent study has shown that knocking-in a CAR at the 
T cell receptor α constant locus with CRISPR/Cas9 increased 
tumor rejection[85].  Notably, targeting the CAR to the TRAC 
locus averts tonic CAR signaling and establishes the effec-
tive internalization and re-expression of the CAR following a 
single or repeated exposure to antigen, which delays effector 
T cell differentiation and exhaustion.  Similarly, the CRISPR/
Cas9 system could be used to produce stably transduced NK 
cells via the gene editing of primary NK cells, which might 
efficiently improve both the efficacy and safety of CAR-NK 
cells.

Conclusion and perspectives
In addition to the numerous clinical studies of CAR-T cells, 
various CAR-NK cell clinical trials have recently been carried 
out in 2016 and 2017.  The advantages of CAR-expressing NK 
cells compared to CAR-T cells hold great promise for applica-
tion in cellular immunotherapy against refractory malignan-
cies.  However, questions remain to be answered.  For exam-
ple, although many strategies and technologies have been pre-
sented to improve therapeutic efficacy, the outcomes of CAR-
NK cell immunotherapy remain unpredictable, especially in 
solid tumors.  Due to the heterogeneity of NK cells, which 
contain different NK subsets with different functional fea-
tures[86-89], the need to select suitable NK cell subsets (eg, killer 
subpopulation) to selectively expand and construct specific 
CAR-NK cells is yet to be explored.  Are naïve or memory-
like NK cells better for expansion and transduction? Due 
to their short in vivo lifespan, NK cells likely cannot induce 
cytokine storms or on-target/off-tumor effects, but their short 
persistence in vivo likely limits their cytolytic efficacy against 
tumors.  Furthermore, the best structure of CARs to improve 
the proliferation, activation, cytokine secretion and cytolytic 
activity of NK cells has not yet been identified.  Nevertheless, 
given the recent advances and rapid developments in clini-
cally compliant techniques to expand and genetically manipu-
late NK cells, CAR-NK cell-based immunotherapy likely con-
stitutes a promising prospect for cancer therapy.  
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